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B.E. JARMAN
Evaluation of Instruction Program Report

 

23W: MATH 170E DIS 1A: INTRO-PROBABILITY  
No. of responses = 37

Enrollment = 44
Response Rate = 84.09%

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

How would you rate your TA as an
effective teacher?
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How would you rate the availability
and helpfulness of your TA outside of
the classroom?
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What is your rating of this course
independent of the effectiveness of
the TA?

1.3)
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dev.=1.63
ab.=3
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2. Comments:2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments you wish to make which are pertinent to the
educational process.  These may include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading,
textbook, etc.

2.1)

Amazing TA, takes the time to go through multiple HW/test questions in great detail. Organizes review
sessions, and overall, extremely helpful and approachable.

BEST TA EVER - Ben was extremely friendly, helpful, knowledgable, and just genuinly interested in
making sure everyone learned the content well. He went up and beyond when it came to TA duties:
explaining any and all questions in the course extremely well, hosting both extra office hours beyond the
minimum requirement and hosting extra review sessions for the exams, and still being fair. He helped
make me genuinely enjoy this class more than I otherwise would have (this is not intended to be a
negative statement against the professor/instructor). I know he's graduating but I would definitely take
classes with Ben again if it were possible.

Ben has been super helpful throughout the quarter during discussions, OH, and review sessions. He
tries his best to go over any questions we have for class materials and hw, and is patient with any
confusion as well. His review session before the midterm was also very helpful in helping me prepare
for the course. overall, great TA!

Ben is absolutely amazing. I don't think I've had a better TA at UCLA than Ben. He is amazingly helpful
and has been there to provide help for ANYTHING that I had issues with. His office hours were
incredibly productive and he had really good review sessions. I really do not think I would have made it
to this point in this course without Ben. Thank you so much Ben and I wish you the best in your job and
future!

Ben is an absolute G and probably the best TA at this university. He absolutely carried me through this
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course and I wouldn't have been able to understand half the content without his discussion and office
hours. He walks through problems very clearly and is always willing to answer questions and clear any
confusion. He is excellent and one of the best TA's I've ever had.

Ben truly made probability, something I've historically struggled with, easier to understand and was also
very helpful during office hours.

Ben was a great TA. His office hours were always super helpful and he was always to helping out
students with specific questions. In his discussion sections when he would go over material learned in
class i feel like i would learn a lot more from him than the actual professor

Ben was super helpful in discussions and office hours because he'd help us through the hard homework
problems.

By far the better TA than the other section. Friends from other classes would come to this discussion vs.
the other bc Ben rocks!

Did in excellent job responding to emails, and being available outside of regularly scheduled instruction
or discussion time.

Did not utilize the TA as a resource for this class this quarter

I loved Ben! He was incredibly helpful as a teacher and highly receptive to his students. I especially
loved how he was able to explain complex concepts in a simpler manner. I can confidently say that I
would not have learned nearly enough if it weren't for Ben!

I loved my TA this quarter! He was super helpful in discussion and made sure that we were covering
topics and questions that were relevant to us. I wish that there were notes that we could access
afterwards because I was sick one week and didn't really know anyone to get notes from. But in general
really loved his teaching style and appreciated the review sessions that he put on.

I never went

I never went to discussion so not entirely sure.

I really appreciate the help from Ben that he made everything clear and really tred to help the students
outside of classes.

I thought Ben was excellent. Really helpful in every discussion section.

NA

One of the best TAs ever. Very helpful. Office hours and discussion were great. Wishing you the best of
luck!

The TA discussion and office hours was very helpful. He always supported students and was clear
explaining HW problems in OH.

The TA was very helpful in our discussion but I feel like it would be more helpful if it was structured in a
way where we had worksheets with practice problems.

The discussion sections were super helpful, and the TA always was open to questions from the
students. He really made the course content more manageable and gave us description of how it could
be applied. I thoroughly enjoyed the discussion sections and found them to be a good use of my time.
The TA was extremely knowledgable on the subject matter and explained everything in simple terms.

The professor was a great teacher. No suggestions.

ur a great TA
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: B.E. JARMAN
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

23W: MATH 170E DIS 1A: INTRO-PROBABILITY  

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher? Failing Excellent
n=33 av.=8.73

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness
of your TA outside of the classroom?

Failing Excellent
n=33 av.=8.70

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the
effectiveness of the TA?

Failing Excellent
n=34 av.=7.65


